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VOLUME XLIV

Standard Summer Training Program
Seeks Sophs F!'r Management Course
Applications by sophomores for
the new summer tt·aining progi-am
with The Standard Oil Company,
Ohio, are now being accepted in
the Placement Office. The Standard Oil program applies to any
sophomore in the upper one-third
of his class and who is interested
in a career. in marketing. Applicants may be enrolled in any major
offered at the sophomore level.
. This program offers two sum-

Prom Queen Candidate
Bette Mullaney

Prom Queen· Candidate
Brenda Musico

Prom Queen Candidate
Dee Wedmore

mers of employment-at the ·end
of the sophomore year and at the
end of the junior year. This is a
Management Training Course requiring forty-eight hours work per
week, a salary of $350.00 per
month, and a career job after
graduation.
Complete information can be
obtained from Mr. Jesse H. Brown
in the Placement Office by appointment.

Bulletin
Lt. Charles S. Rickey, a representative of the Navy Officer
Programs Office, U.S. Navy Recruiting Station, will visit the
Xavier University Campus on
April 19-20, 1960. Lt. Rickey
will be located in South Ball
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. to
answer questions concerning
military obligations and present
the opportunities available to
college graduates in the Naval
Service.

Cadets Receive Highest Honor

XOMM Inducts Eleven Members
.
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On Saturday eyening, April 2,

1960, eleven members of MS III
class were inducted into the
Xavier Order of Military Merit.
Members selected were: Richard Boehman, Denny Doherty,
Patrick Kirwin, John Lenhard,
Carlo Mastropaolo, Fran McManus, Edward Molnar, Patrick
Nugent, William Ruwe, Richard
Sander and Ronald Schertler.
Membership in ·the' X.O.M.M.
is the highest honor that the X.U.
Military Department can bestow
upon a cadet. All members wear
a red fourrage on their right
shoulder as part of their military
uniform to signify reception of
this honor.
Boehman, an English major,
is from Cincinnati, Ohio. He
serves as a football and basketball coach of various boys' clubs
througliout the city.
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. Molnar is majoring in Business
Doherty, a native of Cincinnati,
is majoring in English and is Administration. A Clevelander,
editor-in-chief of the Xavier he is also a member of the Xavier
University News. He is also pres- Sodality.
ident of Alpha Sigma Nn and in . Nugent, an Accounting major,
the Xavier University Sodality.
is from Skokie, Illinois. He is a
Kirwin, a Cincinnatian, is . member of the Accounting Socimajoring in Accounting. He is a ety, the Chicago Club, and the
member of Xavier Sodality, the stud1mt government.
Jazz Club and an officer· of the
Ruwe, a Cincinnatian, is majPershing Rifles.
oring
in General Business and
Lenhard, a Political Science
major from Rocky River, Ohio, is an officer in the Pershing
is a member of the student Rifles.
speaker's bureau.
Sander, a native of Cincinnati,
Mastropaolo is an Accounting is majoring in Accounting. He
major from Cinci,nnati. He is also is a member of the Accounting
a member of Pershing Rifles.
Society and the Student Council.
McManus, a native of Chicago,
Schertler, from Fort Thomas,
Illinois, is majoring in English.
He is also a member of the Kentucky, is majoring in Physics.
Chicago Club, . the Knights of He is a member of the Physics
Columbus, and the Student Club and the Catholic Order of
Foresters.
Council.

Dr. Garascia States Chemistry Purposes
by Ron Koch
For the layman passing through
Logan Chemistry Building, it
might well be expected by him
to see white frocked professors
with ruffled hair and gleaming
eye pondering over bubbling test
tubes and dripping distillation
columns. iBut this is the exception rather than the rule.
Dr. ·Richard Garascia of the
Chemistry Department relates,
''Teaching is our primary purpose
and it consumes most of our
time. But we still like to get
into the laboratory ourselves if
we have any time after class
work and administrative duties."
Much of the chemistry research,
directed by the professors, is done
by seniors working on their theses
and graduate students doing research for their masters' degree.
Dr. Ganaela ays that the empballs In student research Is on
the Ualnlal and dlselpllpe of the,
*'1ent In retearCh methods, rather
tbln rmearcb for Its own sake. But

still any advancement of the boundaries of chemical knowledge is
heartily_ welcomed.
"There are three fundamentals
which we try to teach the students," says Dr. Garascia. The first
Is the tedious research in the
library that precedes any work in
the laboratory. Nearly half the
chemical literature of all times
bas been published In the last
twenty years. This may cause considerable work in going through
abstracts to find that certain aspect
of the chemical problem being Investigated. Library research might
require going back even to literature from the early nineteenth
century from the various accessible
libraries.
A second fundamental is organization in the >laboratory. The
·precise aspect of the problem,
the processes that are to be
involved and explored are mapped
out and followed through. Modem
techniques, often involving high
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instrumentation a n d specialized
equipment, are studied where
applicable.
And thirdly, after the research
work is done, there is the organization of the findings into thesis
form or possibly for publication.
Each professor in the Chemistry Depar.~ment has his own
pet field of research. Dr. Garascia
investigates in the field of organic arsenic compounds and
also th e organic compound
flourene. Dr. Joseph Klingenbel'g's interest lies in zirconium
chemistry, while Dr. Harvey
Dube studies the chemistry of
starches. Carcinostatic, an anticancer substance, and dibezofuran .
is the field of Dr. ,Robert Johnson.
Dr. Richard O'Neill, the latest
addition to the department staff
is experimenting in spectroscopy.
The forte of Father F.rederick
Miller, S.J., chairman of the
department, is in inorganic chemistry.

Prom Queen Candidate
Judy Sharp

l'ickets On Sale April 19

Juniors Set Prom, Boat Ride;
Queen Remains To Be Selected
by Tom Kall
Finishing touches hav<? been tickets will be sold on a firstadded to the plans for this year's come-first-served basis. Juniors
Junior Prom by Don Abbruzzese and seniors have first priority
and his hard-working Prom in buying these tickets which
Council. This gala affair will take . will go on sale April 19. Price
place at the Sheraton-Gibson is $4.00 per couple. Paul Moroney
Roof Gardens on Saturday, April is in charge of the affair.
30. It will begin at 9 o'clock p.m.
A Junior Prom Queen will be
and last until 1 a.m.
crowned at -the Prom Dance. Six
Bill Walters and his orchestra campus clubs · have presented
will provide the musical back- candidates. The lucky girl who
ground for the dance which all wins will ·be the choice of the
upperclassmen are invited to Junior Class .
attend. The Walters' orchestra is
Thursday and Friday, April 21
a popular local aggregation of
and
22, are the dates set aside for
musicians.
Tickets for the formal affair voting. A booth will be situated on
sponsored by the Junior class will University Drive in front of Hinkle
go on sale throughout the cam- Ball. Co-chairmen John McFetpus on Tuesday, April 19. The rldge and Bill Thompson are in
charge of the elections.
price is $4.00 per couple.
The candidates for Queen are:
A preliminary to the dance will
be an Informal boat ride Friday, Judy Sharp-Knights of ColumApril 29. The Johnson Party Boat bus; Dee Wedmore-Psychology
will leave the Cincinnati Public Club; Bette Mullaney-Sociality;
Landing at approximately 8:30 p.m. Mary Clare Golembiewski-Clef
The trip consists of a scenic cruise Club; Brenda Musico-Accountup the Ohio River near Coney ing Society. The name of the
Island and back. Jn the past this French Club's candidate is yet
affair has been very well atten~ed. to be announced. All girls are
Since a capacity of only 150 students attending Xavier Evecouples is allowed on the boat, ning College,

Student Council Nominations
Date Set Back Till After Easter
The deadline for nominations
to Student Council has been set
back to April 19 by the elections committee u n d e r Bob
Dobrozsi. Nominations may be
obtained and returned to North
Hall.
The nominee must return his
nomination signed by ten members
of his own class. It is then subject
to the approval of Student Council

IN THE NEWS
"First, .the Catholic element is
indeed something with which
to contend."
Jerry Martin retums to
"Commentary" after a leave of
absence and watches Mr. Jack
Kennedy win In Wisconsin. • •
page 2.

"Xavier University students
with moderate means and a
desire to visit Europe this
8Ummer might well find the
answer to their problem . . ."
The University of Munich
offers a thirty day tour of
Europe for .580.00. • • Piii• 6.

and the Dean of Men.
Fourteen student officers a1·e
to be elected. From this year's
junior class will come the presiident of Student Council, senior
class president, vice-president,
and treasurer. This year's sophomore and freshman classes will
elect four officers: president,
vice-president, secretary, and
treasurer. Also to be elected are
an athletic chairman from the
class of '61 and an assistant social
chairman from the class of '62.
Campaigning will begin on April
20, and the elections wlll be held
the 27th and 28th. Voting In these
elections will be limited to each
Individual's respective class. The
P.R. system of voting will be used
again this year, Just as always In
the past.
·
The senior Council members
leaving at the conclusion of this
semester: Tom Frank, Jim Tasto,
Bob Mallardi, Ed Doyle, Mike
Waters, and Tom Eckstein, have
all done Xavier an important
service during the years they
have held office. Both thanks
and congratulations are due them.

PAGE TWO
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News Edito1·ials

Music Stand
There's a lot of jazz talent among
Cincinnati ·musicians. That's been
proved by several happenings recently-victories by two University
of Cincinnati representatives in the
Collegiate Jazz Festival at Notre
Dame three weekends ago and a
jazz workship concert held last
Monday night at U.C.
The concert was sponsored by
the Musician's Union and the U.C.
Student Union; it was the result
of a year's practice and planning.
A big band, ranging in size frotn
16 to 25 pieces, plus six combos,
all staffed by local musicians,
played many original compositions.
Highlights of the evening were the
Basie-like big band arrangements
of Tom Schofield; the ambitious
"Queen City Suite," a ten-minute
musical sketch of Cincinnati by
Larry Gilbert; and the overall fire
of the Dee Felice Quintet, sparked
by trumpeter Bill Berry.
Another of these workshop-concerts will be held oMay 2. The
whole evening is free-and the
music is good.
Lois Nemser and the Don Miller
Quartet were the U.C. entrants in
the Collegiate Jazz Contest. Lois
won best vocalist i.onors for the
second year in a row; Don Miller
won his second "best guitarist"
award.
Things may be breaking for the
Miller group. A picture of Don and
Lois appeared in the April 4 issue
of TIME-which described Lois'
victory as the "most impressive
single performance." SATURDAY
EVENING POST also is doing a
picture story on the Contest. A
Bethlehem LP by the Don Miller
Quartet is due for release later
this month. And Associated Booking Corporation, the largest talent
agency in jazz, is going to book the
quartet this summer. .
.
Don's group will work-this
weekend only-at Jazz Bohemia in
St. Bernard. The Jazz Bohemia is
now serving expresso coffee. This
weekend would be a good time to
try a combination of expresso,
poett·y, and jazz.
This column will get the bearer
a fifty cent discount at the door of
the •Rainbow Club this weekend.
The popular Al Belletto Sextet will
be at the Rainbow Friday, Saturday, and Sunday nights. Just bring
(Continued on Page 6, Column 2)

Not too long ago one Richard M. Nixon, publ~c serva~t,
had to send a suit to a dry cleaner to remove the stam of Latin
American eggs pitched by La~in. At?erican. students. From
that moment of dignity and indignity until the retu~n of
one Dwight D. Eisenhower, public servant,. from a trip to
Latin America, the name of the South American student was
smeared like one of those crushed yolks.
To us, a picture was given of ~assion-fill;d, emotio~1directed fellow students. During Mr. Eisenhower s recent trip
through Latin America, special precautions were taken lest
he be subjected to the ignominies of "student expression."
However, a recent letter published in. "The Commonweal,''
April 8, 1960, from the Federation of Chilean Students to Mr.
Eisenhower, shows us what we should have .guessed. The eggs
were thrown most probably by the few dissenters who can
smear the name of any society. But still more important facts
were pointed up.
This remarkable and frank Jetter exhibited the excellent
academic attitude the Chilean students have concerning not
only their campus and country hut their entire nation. It
pointed up courteously and clearly the reasons for the deep
anti-American feeling harbored in the heai·ts of Latins.
Their justified complaint was that the moral basis of the
Inter-American system must be reciprocity and not aid. They
outline three fundamental ideas that must be adopted if this
necessary transition is to be effected: "1. Military security
within the hemisphere by other means than armed forces;
2. The promotion of democracy, denying 'salt and water' to
the dictators as they arise instead of viewing them benevolently and assisting them in exploitation and degradation of
their respective peoples-on the pretext that these dictators
are 'friends of the United States' and 'enemies of Communism';
3. An economic integration of Latin America that will permit
these countries to industrialize and speed up their economic
development -to a level that is more compatible than the present situation with the elementary demands of civilization."
They continue to point out how the United States has
itself built up the "go home, Yankee" song by their sacrifices
in Europe and the subsequent 'lip service' of innocuous declarations, offered Latin America." Galled by this, the Latin is
further gagged by pre-determined, printed facts of some of
the United States news outlets.
The NEWS salutes its fellow students not just for pointing
up these embarrassing facts, but, moreover, for standing forth
as the world student. They realize and appreciate the gift of
education and the power which accompanies it. They are
working with their education for a better society in this
hemisphere.
In all ways, truth stains deeper than egg yolk.

Distinction And Conformity
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by John Lopdoa

Trritli And Egg Yolks

It is interesting to note that the pre-comp and pre-grad
twister which has wrapped its academic-social funnel around
seniors sometimes casts a slight shadow on a junior class that
is almost as busy. This semester, until May, could be termed
the "junior semester." Alpha Sigma Nu elected its junior
officers, the Xavier Order of Military Merit inducted its junior
members, the Junior Prom committee is constantly on the
phone preparing to honor the seniors, and politicking for senior
offices on Student Council plasters the campus. Perhaps it is
because of all these special activities that one very important
junior activity has grown stale.
We went to junior class president, Don Abruzzese, a few
months ago and asked him to work on the idea of having the
Mark of Distinction for the class of '61 ready by September.
In this way •he article would be able to be used for the entire
academic year; and, if it happened to be an article of clothing,
it might help some students with their clothing budget for that
year.
Don and his· committee worked quite hard on the project
and finally developed it to the point where the juniors would
be able to have their Mark of Distinction by summer vacation.
However, we checked with Don again last week and found
out that his request for suggestion for the Mark of Distinction
had hardly been heeded. Very few original and practical sug·
gestions were placed in the suggestion box in South Hall. As
a result, the committee, working with the few suggestions they
had received, decided that the Mark of Distinction would be
a blazer. This seems to be a fine idea because of the new Code
of Dress. But they are also thinking about an olive green
blazer, same as the Mark of Distinction for the class of '60·.
This is hardly a Mark of Distinction-to have the same
thing as last year. The Mark of Distinction is not only to set
off the senior class from the other classes, but also to set off
that graduating class from other graduating classes. Don cannot move without knowing what move is desired. We would
like to see the class of '61 come up with at least an original
color if not a more practical and original Mark of Distinction.

..............................
bJ Tom Cahill and Jaek LeMoult

..............................
According to Art Camey, everybody is giving and ge~ting ~wards
these days. Oscar had his night last Monday, and today he is r~stmg o~
the mantles of some of the world's most famous people. Emmy s day 1s
coming up very soon too. But before she gets a chance, we'd like t~ hand
out a few laurels. In keeping with the season, we'll call them Cahill and
LeMoult's GOLDEN EGG A WARDS.
-Most of our candidates have been honored individually, but we feel
it worth a second mention because these men have shown genuine and
sincere loyalty to their school.
Here's a golden egg toast to Bob Mallardl and the staff of WCXU
for their pioneer work on our first radio station, to the five (Tom Clark,
Dick Gruber, Randal Miller, Bob Spitzer, and Larry Warble) four-point
men this semester, to the Operation Christ l~aders for their annual and
ever-growing Training School of Catholic Leaders, to Hank Rigler and
the Sodality's apostolic work such as promoting attendance at daily Mass
during Lent.
More golden eggs to athletes Bill Kirvin and Jack Thobe, national
free throw champ and most valuable player of the cagers, to last Saturday's newly elected men to the Xavier Order of Military Merit, to
Ed Doyle for many loyalties to the school and especially for a successful
summer with OPERATION YOUTH, to Tom Frank, Mike Waters and
Student Council for reviving the IGA to unite all campus organizations.
And intellectual golden eggs to Paul Sikora, winner of a Woodrow
Wilson Fellowship to the University of Colorado and Ed Adams for a
scholarship to the Notre !Dame law school, to all the honor grads in the
class of '60, to Biii Parente for copping the_ top honor at the Alumni
Oratorical Contest, and to the twenty-six who are entered in Who's Who
in American Colleges and Universities.
Last, but not least,' an egg nog to the Masque Society for professional
shows at amateur prices, Nita Schirmer and Vince Murphy, friends of
Xavier students now seeking careers in marriage and business respectively, and finally to·Diek Vanek and Max Schulman for adding a touch
of humor and spice to the NEWS each week.

..............................
~

~
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Commentary
by Jerry Martin, News Manalfns Editor

...............................
Wisconsin does not, of course,
know everything. A good part of
the state (or, better, a large part)
claims Hubert Humphrey for its
third senator. Both Kennedy and
Humphrey campaigned with a .
ferocity. Wisconsin is perhaps onethird Catholic. And yet the people
of Wisconsin know perhaps as

..............................

,

Best Seat
In The House
by J. Ward Doering, NEWS Associate Editor,

..............................
Monday night they gave out
the Oscars. I wouldn't want to
disagree with the 2000-plus who
voted the awards, but it seems to
me that there were quite a few
Award-calibre performanc~s
overlooked. The performances' of
Bob Hope-to whom it seems
nothing is sacred-Ella Fitzgerald, Sammy Davis, ·Frankie
Laine, and Yves Montland made
it worth staying up for the
program.
I went to the sneak preview
at the Palace Saturday, and once
I'd found a parking place I was
glad I did.
The preview offering was "Tall
Story" with Tony Perkins and
Jane Fonda, which opens April
14. I hope to see a lot more of
these two together.
·
A remake of a ·Broadway play,
there have been a few changes
made. The young couple are now
college students and they stay
out of trouble.
He is a basketball hero at a
small co-ed school. She is a
cheerleader who wants to catch

him. As soon as she succeeds and
they need money to buy a home,
a game with a roving team of
Russians comes up and Tony gets
a bribe offer to throw the game.
He fails an ethics exam and is
ruled ineligible. At the last minute he turns himself in to his
prof.
It all ends up happily for all
concerned, as the ·Russians are
defeated.
One line you might enjoy: "If
he weren't part Jewish, Albert
would make a wonderful Jesuit."
I think he would.
Good acting jobs-right down
the line. I don't know how she'll
be in other types of roles, but
in this one Jane Fonda didn't
seem like a beginner.,
One scene in bad taste keeps
the rating on this one "down."
But it's too· good to give less
than ... A-.
We also stayed to see "Guns
of the Timberlands." Quite a
switch.
(Continued on Page '3, Column 3)

much as the rest of America.
The results of 3405 out of 3460
precincts show Kennedy the victor by some hundred thousand
and more votes. More precisely:
Kennedy-465,953; Humphrey362,690. And Richard Nixon336,409. What does it mean? To
Commentary, this:
,
First, the , Catholic element is
indeed something with which to
contend. If, as said by both men
before the primary, Roman Catholicism would not play a deciding
role in the voting, then these facts
are meaningless: Southern Milwaukee and Green Bay (perhaps
two-thirds Catholic) went 2-1 for
Kennedy. The ninth district (predominantly Protestant) went 2-1
for Humphrey. That this says nothing, I doubt. The two-to-one Catholicism and .Kennedy vote is no
coincidence. Not, of course, that-,
man-for-man-these areas voted
by religion. But someone had
something in the back of his a)
mind, b) conscience, or c) bigotry.
Then, too, Wisconsin would
(other facts ignored) be inclined
to favor a next-door neighbor. And
they didn't. The ratio of KennedyHumphrey votes was fourteen to
eleven, or 56% for Kennedy to
44% for Humphrey. How does this·
correlate with a national picture?
It would seem (and this is point
two) that Humphrey, not holding
enough strength in one of his most
powerful (?) states, is a see-younext-year candidate. If this, so
blatantly apparent, is so, we have
Kennedy against Nixon, (Commentary, while idealistically hoping for Stevenson, is doubtful.
Stuart Symington? No.)
And Nixon? Perhaps, like the
Pogoese, . he's sitting there in his
"Made-in-G.O.P." chair, saying,
"jes' fine, jes' fine."

\
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Gilt Of The Class Of '58

Mario11 Hall Residents Elect
Dormitory Government Heads
Marion Hall dwellers last
Thursday, March 31, elected the
student heads of hall government
for the 1960:..1961 school year.
Three candidates were chosen
by the hall Administrative Board
as candidates for Head of the
Hall and three for Assistant Head
of the Hall. They were picked
from current sophomores and
juniors who plan to live in Ma1·ion Hall next year.
The three candidates for the top
spot, all members of the class of
1961, were Bob Behal, who was

elected; Jack Lenhard, and Jim
Prendiville. The three candidates
ror assistant were winner Ralph
Johnson, and Dave Aubuchon and
John Gretchko.
Elections were held at a hall
convocation, presided over by
current Head of the Hall Chuck
Baumann.
In other business at the meeting, Larry Warble gave a preliminary report on .the hallsponsored date picnic which will
be held Sunday, May 1, the day
following the Junior Prom.

(:l ullwr of" I Was ,, 'l'cc11-,,gc D1m1j". "1.'he Many

.

Shown above is the campus
marker to be erected soon.

At Victory And Dana

Class Gift Materializes In
Form Of Campus Marker
by Wally Buchmann
Men of Xavier are proud of their
University. It is largely for this
reason that the graduating class of
1958 contributed thousands of dollars to properly designate the
Evanston campus. Their donations
will build a campus marker on the
northeast corner of Victory Parkway and Dana Avenue.
The marker will be fifteen feet
lonr and eight feet high. The base
will be made of buff brick matching that of the University buildings.
The upper part will consist of
tena-cotta upon which "Xavier .
University, Founded 1831" will be
lettered on both sides.

The marker, as seen from above,
will take the form of a large "T."
The sides of the "T" will bear the
lettering which will be visible to
both 1northbound and southbound
traffic on Victory :Parkway as well
as people traveling on Dana Avenue.
Construction on the project will
begin immediately. Completion has
been set for graduation day. The
gift of the class of 1958 will be
both a lasting memorial and a
proper designation of Xavier University to Cincinnatians and tourists.

Verkamp Debates Successful;
Cash Room Filled, Polk Wins

Best Seat
(Continued from Page 2)
A pleasant movie, I guess, and
some of the scenery was nice to
look at. But the acting! With a
couple exceptions it was far from
satisfactory. Most of the major
roles were below par and this
includes F'ranky Avalon, Gilbert
Roland, Alan Ladd, and Alana
Ladd. Only Jeanne Crain was
worthwhile.
It should have left town by
now, so I won't add any more,
except that I gave it ... C.
-Polltlcal Adv.

Candidates, like chorus girls,
can suffer from . overexposure in
the public eye. You, the voting
public, have been literally brainwashed by station seeking candidates with weak, unstable plat·
forms.

Loves of Dobie

Gilli.~",

etc.)

STUDYING CAN BE SCREAMS
If studying is buggiiig you, try mnemonics.

Mnemonics, as we all know, was invented by the grcai Greek
philosopher l\focmon in 526 B.C. (l\lncmonics, incidentally,
wns only one of the inventions of this fertile Athenian. He also
in\·cntcd the staircase which, as you may imarrine wns of
•
•
b
'
mcst1mable value to mankind. Before the staircase people
who wished to go from floor to floor were forced to live out
their lives, willy-nilly, on the ground floor, and many of them
grew cross as bears. Especially Demosthenes who was elected
Consul of Athens three times but never served because he was
unable to get up to the office of Commissioner of Oaths on the
third floor to be sworn in. But after l\focmon's staircase,
Demosthenes got up to the third floor easy as pie-to Athens'
sorrow, as it turned out. Demosthenes, his temper shortened
by years al' confinement to the ground floor, soon embroiled his
countrymen in a series of senseless wars with the Pc1·sians, the
\'isigoths and.the Ogallala Sioux. He was voted out of office in
;)J 7 B.C. and Mncmon, who had made his accession possible,
was pelted lo death with fruit salad in the Duomo. This later
became known as the Missouri Compromise.)

by J. Ward Doering, NEWS Associate Editor
Contestants this year were
"Resolved: Th at Congress
Should Be Given the Power To club president Thomas Kuhlman
Reverse Decisions of the Supreme and· secretary Franklin Polk,
negative; and Paul Konroth and
Court."
Last Friday evening, April 1, William Burke, affirmative.
Contestants debate as a team,
Xavier's four best debaters argued this topic, the 1959-1960 as in all\ debates, but in this case
collegiate topic throughout the instead of a winning team, only
United States, before an audi- <me winner was chosen.
The winner was sophomore
ence which completely filled the
'
Cash Room in ·Logan Hall for the Franklin Polk.
annual Verkamp Debate.
He was chosen by a jury of
Among those present at the twelve faculty members. Chaired
debate were Mr. and Mrs. Joseph by Dean Raymond F. McCoy,
A. Verkamp, representing the who won the debate in 1933, the
Verkamp family. Mrs. Verkamp jury included Rev. Vincent C.
is a member of the Poland fam- Horrigan, S.J., debate coach;
ily after which the Poland Phil- Rev. Mark F. Hurtubise, S.J.;
opedian Debaters were named.
Dr. Owen J. Carroll; Dr. Edward
The Verkamp ·Debate is held A. Doering; Dr. Jack B. Grueneach year to determine the best , felder; Dr John J. Whealen; Mr.
debater at Xavier. For the past Jesse H. Brown; Mr. James A.
three years the award has been Glenn; Mr. Glenn A. LaGrange;
won by Dan Brislane of the Mr. Gilbert T. Maringer, and
Mr. Paul J. Rieselman.
class of 1959.

MILLER'S ALL STAR
DAIRY

FOODS
~.
AU STAI

The Shield of Quality
65' WT McMILLAN

WO 1-2474

But I digress. We were discussing mnemonics, which arc nothing
more than aids to mcmo1·y-catchwords or jingles thnt help you
remember names, dates and places. For example:

Col-umbus sailed the ocean blue
In fourteen hundred ninety-two.
John P. Wintergreen
It is for this reason, my friends,
that I have declined primary
races, television and magazine
interviews and even remained
anonymous in the Gallup polls.
Let my opponents thump stumps
and stop whistles. I am reserving
my fresh, youthful vigor for a
campaign on May 4, 5, 6, and 7
in the South Hall Theater•. Here,
friends, you can see me and learn
what I stand for; here you can
personally witness a living chapter in American history; here you
· can exercise your inalienable
right in the pursuit of happiness
and free choice.
In your presence I will stand
on (and for) my platform. And
with the help of my running
partner, Mr. Bottlethrottom, or
is it Throttlebottle, I will express
my views on democracy in America. Friends, take this as a personal invitation to attend.
• Dares and place of the Xavier
Masque Society production of the
presidential musical, "Of Thee l
Sin a" by Gerahwin-R11akindKaufman.

Sec how simple? Make up your own jingles. "What, for instance, is the important event immediately following Columbus's discovery of America'? The Boston Tea Party, of course.
Try this:
Sanwcl ,-lda111s flung the lea
Into the briny Zuyder Zee.
(NOTE: The Zuydcr Zee was located in Boston Harbor until
1904 when Salmon P. Chase traded it to Holland for Louisiunu
and two outfielders.)
But I digress. 1b get back to mnemonics, you can sec how
simple :rncl useful they arc-not only for history but also for
everyday living; for instance:

In nineteen hundred fifty-nine
1'hc smoke to look for is Alpine.
"Why Alpine?" you ask. Tustc that fine, fresh flavor. Enjoy
that subtle coolness. Until Alpine you needed two cigarettes to
reap the benefits of Alpine-one for flavor, one for high filtration-and smoking two cigarettes is never graceful; in fact,
with mittens it is nigh impossible. Now you need only one
cigarette-Alpine. Get some. You'll sec.
IO 1960 Maa Sbulman

•

•

The sponsors of tlii11 col11mn make Alpine. Pl1ilip Jtlorri•
and Jtlarlboro Cigarettes. Pick wl1at go11 please. What 11ou
pick will please go11.
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Muskies Split With Marshall;
Tackle· Miami There Today
by Mike Harmon

Junior lefty Dick Strenk, who tossed a nifty two-hitter
last Saturday at Marshall, will be. on the mound for Xavier
this afternoon when the Muskies visit Miami's Redskins at
Oxford. Game time is 3:30.

Mike Hannon

BUI Daniels

John Nelson

. . . senior stalwart

. . . moves to center

... heads returning guards

Spirit, Enthusiasm Mark Spring Grid Drills;
Guard And Center Candidates Spotlighted
Spring football practice is two
weeks old, but Coach Ed Doherty
says it's still too early to tell
anything defintte about t h e
team's chances for next year.
"After Easter, when we're
fairly certain where we stand
regarding dropouts and injuries,
we should ·begin to get .pretty
well set," repor.ted the Muskie
mentor. "But right now, we're
still pretty much in the experimental stage, with the exception
of the first unit."
"Drills are coming along well,t'
said Doherty. "Spirit and enthusiasm have been high, and the team
has displayed a willingness to hit
and to work bard."
Four more position shifts were
made last week, the foremost
being Bill Daniels' move to center. Originally a fullback, the 6-2,
210-pounder saw action as a
defensive end in the late stages
of last season. A rough customer,
he's expected to be quite an
inside linebacker.
Frank Marek, a promising 6-3,
215-pound sophomore end, was
moved to tackle, and 6-2, 185pound soph end Mike Becker,
who missea the freshman season
with injuries, stepped over to
guard. Junior Reg Banas, formerly a quarterback, is now
operating at left half.
Injuries have sidelined four gridders for the remainder of the
spring. Starting right halfback Lou
Carlini, a senior, suffered a recurrence of a shoulder injury early
last week. He'll undergo surgery
during the holidays to correct the
separation, and the outcome will
determine bis avallabUlty next fall.
Senior end Jim Bolger, who
missed most of last fall with a
separation of his right shoulder,
suffered a shoulder separation in
his left shoudler last Thursday,
ending his 'football career.

Soph center Tom Moellering,
who suffered a wrenched knee
early last week, also has been
advised •to sit out the rest· of the
spring. Joining him on the sidelines is soph halfback Fred
Moriarty, who's been plagued with
back miseries.
On the other hand, senior halfback Dick Barrett, inactive because of an operation, is expected
to rejoin the squad after Easter
vacation.
Although Carllnl's injury broke
up the Musketeers' "Four-C" backfield of Ron Costello, Larry Cox,
Tommy Clark and Carllnl, the
starting backfield Isn't hurting.
Transplanted quarterback Irv Etier
has proved a capable replacement
for Carllni at right half.
Doherty's first or "Gold" unit
looks solid, with a letterman
occupying every position except
center. The second team, while
having great potential, is composed mainly of sophomores and
will need plenty of work.

As of Tuesday, the first team
was made up of ends Jim Mullen
and John Kappas, tackles Mike
Humphrey and Hank Rigler, guanls
Mike Hannon and John Nelson,
center Dick Kohls, quarterback
Costello, halfbacks Cox and Etter
and fullback Clark.
Manning the second team are
ends Jim O'Donnell and Allen
Smith, tackles Chris Smalara and
Steve Huzicko, guards Dick
Salera and Bob Wishart, ·center
Daniels, quarterback Tom Cieply,
halfbacks Jim Husk and Don
Stupica and fullback Bob Clark.
Continuing with the positionby-position analysis, the News
this week features the guard and
center candidates.

The Musketeers make their
first home appearance of. the
season tomorrow afternoon when
they host Dayton's Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in a 2: 30
game. Soph righthander Mike
Kelly will hurl for Xavier.
Thanks to Strenk, the Muskies
started the season with a win ..
Strenk opened the season by
notching a 2-1 triumph, giving up
but two hits in the seven-Inning
game.
Marshall won the second game
of the doubleheader at Huntington, West Virginia 10-2. Marshall
now sports a 1-3 record, having
lost both ends of a twin bill to
West Virginia Tech the previous
day.
·
Co-captain Denny Poillon shared
the starring role with Strenk in the
first game. The hard-hitting catcher singled in the deciding run after
the Marshall pitcher had walked
the tying run across.

Strenk

.. winner

Dresmann

. . . loser

The only run against Strenk was
unearned as the West Virginians
NAME, YEAR
Ht. Wt. scored on a walk, a sto•en base, an
Georl"e Cole, Jr............. 8-1
220 infield out and a bobbled doubleBUI Daniels, Jr............. 8-2
210 play ball.
Dick Kohls, So............. 5-11 195
Righthanded ace Bill Dressman
Tom Jewett, So............. 8-0
195 started the second game with his
usual blinding speed, but lack
Not one letterman is among. the of control proved to be his downfour candidates for the pivot fall. In order to cut down on
position. Of the two juniors, early-inning wildness, he sacriGeorge Cole played six minutes ficed his speed and enemy batlast fall before being injured, ters took advantage.
and Daniels spent most of his
Kelly took over in the fourth
26 minutes at defensive en~.
inning but also ran into difficulty.
(Continued on Page 5)
John Hunt was the only effective

CENTERS

moundsman, settinl' Marshall down
in order in the last frame.
Poillon, sophomore first-baseman Larry McCraith and junior
second-sacker Terry Brannen led
Xavier hitters for the day, garnering two safeties each.
Coach Don Ruberg commented
afterward that spirit made the difference in both games. "In the first
game," he reported, "our boys eame
roaring out ready to beat anybody •
They really hustled, as shown by
(Continued on Page 5)

Hollenstein's Gains
IM Volleyball Title
Wonder of wonders! The 0.C.
Club has failed in a bid for an
intramural championship.
Hollenstein's, a team of upstart
freshmen basketballers, knocked
off the O.C. Club 15-5 and 15-9
Wednesday night to win the IM
volleyball crown.
The o.c. Club bad to strur&"le
to reach the finals. In the semifinals, also played Wednesday
night, they pulled the biggest upset
of the year by upending the heavUy favored Athletic Department
8-15, 16-14 and 15-9.
The Coaches won · their firstround engagement Monday night,
stopping •Marion Hall 15-1 and 15-2.
Hollenstein's upset the favored
Sod. Boys, made up of varsity
basketball players, Tuesday night
to gain the finals. After dropping
the first game 15-4, Hollenstein's
prevailed . 15-9 and 15-8 in the
next two.
.
. ,,., .. ' ..
In ·their opener Monday night,
the members of Hollenstein's
assured themselves of failing
R.O.T.C. as they thrashed the
Military Department 11-0 and
15-8.
Today is the deadline for entries
for intramural softball. Rosten
with a minimum of twelve men
must be tumed in to Coach Don
Ruberg this aftemoon. Play will
start after the Easter holidays.

Under My Hat • • • uN& .!lap eJ'~am.t
NEWS Sports Editor

Lou Carlini
. . . out rest of spring

Sailing Club Nips Cincy Afterguard
In Last Race To Win Opening Regatta
Xavier's Sailing Club won its all the way between Xavier and
opening regatta against the After- Cincinnati, with the last race deguards of Cincinnati and Michigan ciding the issue. Lugers, in the
last Saturday and Sunday, but it final "A" race Sunday, had led all
took a "Silky Sullivan" finish by the way but went wide toward the
junior skipper Jim Ulrich in the · end and finished second, so a win
last race to tum the trick.
in the "B" race was necessary for
Ulrich, who bad skippered bis a Xavier win.
first eolleriate win just one day
In re1attas of this type, there
earlier, came from last place to nip are 12 races, six each in the "A"
the Cincinnati boat by a half· and "B" divisions (divisions are
lenltb In the final race Sunday. incidental). In seorlq, one point Is
Xavier finished with 40 points to awarded for startlq, one for flnthe Cincinnati Afterpard's 37. ilhin1, and one for each boat
Michipn's Aftersuant tallied 29.
pused. At the finish, five, three
Sailing in the "B". division, Ul- and one points are awarded for
rich couldn't be beaten as he won first, second and third.
all three of his starts. Bill Nevel
Next regatta for the Xavier
took seconds in both his "B" races Sailors will be the Ohio Champs
and Jim Ferguson a third.
Regatta at Wooster College Easter
Dave Lqen skippered all llx weekend. Participating schools be"A" racet, plnlns two wins and sides Xavier and Wooster are
Oberlin, Baldwin-Wallace, Ohio
four l8IOlld placel.
The regatta was a seesaw battle State and Ohio Wesleyan.

More on the subject of a track team. . .
Xavier Is the only school in this area, and possibly
the only one In the entire country, which is a major
football and basketball school without a track team.
. The consistently good football and basketball
schools usually have consistently good track teams
as well. The sports help each other.
One or two good track men (meaning among the
nation's best) can do ·more for a school prestige and
publicity-wise than a good football or basketball
team.
Hard work is
as important as
talent in determining the success of a track
team.
And
there's a place
for every candidate. Nobody
has to get cut.
It takes only
a few really
good performers
to win meets, if
the rest of the
team is willing
to work for seconds and thirds.
This applies on
a national scale
as well.
Thaeareju&
a few pod re&•
IODI for bavlns
a tnck team. Food for tboqbt bas been provided
bJ CalCb Jim McClffertJ, quite a truk eoub In bll
daJll at LoJola of New Orlam. McCaffertJ, wbo Is

itching to see a track team here, Is a real student of
the sport. While at Loyola he had eonslstently outstanding teams, and once gained ninth place In the
N.C.A.A.
Mccafferty estimates that it would take close to
$100,000 to renovate the track. Money, then, would
be a stumbling block. A possible solution would be
to rent one of the nearby high school tracks.
Track talent abounds in this. school. Track would
do both the school's athletic program and the student body a world of good. I wonder if others share
these views, and I'd like to have some letters on
the subject.
I doubt if anything will eome of this, altboqb I'd
dearly like to see sometbinl' started toward the for·
matlon of a traek team. How a school can call ltseU
big-time athletically and not have a track team Is
beyond me.

•

• •

Credit where credit is due: Harry Paul, athletic
maintenance man, must be a wizard. In less than a
week, he transformed the baseball diamond from a
weed patch into a playable surface. Harry does a
tremendous job all year around keeping Xavier's
athletic facilities in tip-top shape.

• • •

More credit: to Jeny Fasel, chairman of the basketball banquet, for a job well done.

•

• •

The Saskatchewan Roa1b Riden have announced
the signing of Xavier fullback Jocko Serleb to a
contract. Serieka, a 217-pounder who was drafted
by the Cleveland Browns at the end of his sophomore year, becomes the fourth Xavier grad in the
last two years to try his hand at Canadian ball. Of
the other three (Joe Schroeder, Golllp and
TerrJ MeJer), only Meyer has stuck. Golnp ltayed
with Saskatchewan till the final cut Jut fill.
'
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Tennis Prospects Not Discouraging
Despite Lack Of Experienced Players
On paper, Xavier's tennis pros- Petersen, a junior. He11 be the
pects look mighty bleak. But number one slnrles man. Two other
Coach Bob Massman is conceding junior lettermen, Jack Adams and
nothing.
Ron Schertler, did not eome out
"Bob Petersen, Ken Albers, this season.
Alan Dohan and Danny O'DonMassman made his final cut
nell, our first four men, are Wednesday, paring the squad to
better-than-average tennis play- eight. Only six can play at a
. ers," says Massman. "If they and time, but the Nos. 7 and 8 men
the other squad members work can move up at any time if they
hard, we won't be any pushover. show well in practice. The travelIn fact, we could surprise
lot ing squad will be limited ·to six.
of people."
The netten will open Tuesday,
TENNIS ROSTER
April 19, against Kentucky at
Xavier. Tbe scheduled opener with NAME
YEAR
Morehead next Wednesday has
Bob
Petersen
........................
Junior
been moved to May 5.
Coach Ray Baldwin
Joe Delaney .......................... Junior
Two
changes
have
already
. . . his linksmen open
been made in the schedule-a Ken Albers .................... Sophomore
match with Wilmington here Alan Dohan .................... Freslunan
April 25 has been added, and the Danny O'D~nnell ... :........ Freshman
May 14 trip to Louisville has
been moved .to May 11. May 14 Jim Finnerty .................. Freshman
Danny Wiiliams .............. Freshman
is Family Day.
Xavier's homeless golfers open
The only returning letterman is Tony Pogllano ................ Freshman
their season today against powerpacked Bowling Green at their
THUMBNAIUNG THE CANDl·DATES
temporary base, the Kenwood
(Continued from Page 4)
to get the starting call.
Country Club. Tee-off time is
Leading the returning guards
1:30.
Kohls, a muscular 195-pounder,
The BeeGees finished high and Tom Jewett are both sophs. is junior letterman John Nelson,
among the leaders in the Ohio Kohls and Daniels are both top- a speedy 200-pounder. Nelson
Intercollegiate last spring, and notch performers of defense; started nine of .ten games last
were second in the Mid-Ameri- look for the better offensive man fall, was third in playing time
with 424 minutes, and led the
can Conference. Golf coach Ray
team defensively with 58 tackles
Baldwin expects a real battle.
and 38 assists.
GUARDS
Baldy's llnksmen entertain HanSenior Mike Hannon, a 215·
over Monday, also at Kenwood. NAME, JR.
Ht. Wt.
pounder,
Isn't quite as fast as NelBaldwin Is still seeking a home Mike Hannon, Sr.* ...... 6-2
215
coune.
son,
which
hurts him somewhat on
Bob Wishart, Sr........... 6-0
195
Baldwin is sure of five starters John Nelson, Jr. * ........ 5-10 200 offense (In xavter's Slot-T offense,
-Tony Conlon, Joe Ziegler, Carl Ron Benson, Jr............. 6-0
185 guards pull and lead a Jot of plays),
Schlottman, Rod McMullen and Mark Kracker, Jr......... 6.JO
18'7 but he's a tough head man on deMike Conliffe. Either Dick Wehr- Jim Kelly, So............... 6-1
215 fense. Be was third defensively
man or Dave Schulten will be Dick Salera, So. ............ 6-0
ZOO last season with 46 tackles and 40
the sixth man.
Mike,Becker, So........... 6-2
185 assists.
Fifteen candidates reported for Jim Lynch, So............... 5-6
Senior Bob Wishart, a fleet185
tryouts, and Baldwin has not * Indicates letten won
(Continued on Page 8)
cut his squad as yet. Returning
letterman are Conlon, Ziegler,
Schlottman, McMullen, Conliffe,
who didn't play last year, Wehrman and Ed Jacob.
Despite the number of experienced returnees, Baldy isn't expeeting too much.
"Past experience has shown
that, while we may have boys
with a lot of ability, they aren'.t
always dependable, and we don't
do as well as we should," declared
Sinai• key lockin1
Xavier's Casey Stengel of the
links. "We've got some good boys
out this year, but let's wait and
see how dependable .they are."
"If our golfers are dependable,"
continued Baldwin, "we should
have a fair season. We've got a
tough 14-match schedule, but
we could improve on our record
last season (6-7)."

a

Golfers Open Today
Vs. Bowling Green ·

Out ofthis world!
Space travelers-be on the alert! Make
sure there's a cargo of Coke tucked
away in the rocket! You may not be
able to buy your favorite sparkling
drink on the moon •.. but that's just
about the only place you can't. So
when you're ready for the big lift, be
sure the cheerful lift of Coca-Cola
goes along!

BE

ill!!:! REFRESHED

Bottled under authority of The Coca•Cola Company by

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY
Air Condltioning-temperuture• made to orderfor nll-wcuther comfort. Get u dcmonstrution !

Ste The Dinah Shore Chevy Show in color Sundays, NBC TV0

the Pat Boone Chevy Showroom weekly, ABC-TV.

BASEBALLERS SPLIT
(Continued from Page 4)
their fielding. A couple of them
made some fine stops."
"In the second game," he
moaned, "they seemed to have
lost their ·incentive. It really
showed up."
Tbe trip to Huntington was birhU,bted by the team's bus brealdnr
down on the return trip. As a rellllt, the playen didn't get back to
1ebool WI four o'clock Sunday

mornlns.

Monday, however, things returned to normal with the resumption of praotice at 3: 30. An
intrasquad .game was scheduled
for Tuesday.

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
111' lloD&pmerJ . . .

•VANl'ION
OM llloek leatla of DaM

........ ......

A Pew llloelll NOltla
Of 'Ille .,...

lldDrJ ......
tBODIDVIOS
.0

Biscayne S-Door Sedan

rYOU CAN'T BUY ANY CAR FOR LESS ... UNLESS IT~ A LOT LESS CAR I
There's no secret about it-Chevrolet
can give you more basic comforts
and conveniences because it makes
more can and builds them more
eJljciently. As a matter of fact, if
other low-priced cars 11J.ve you what
c~ does, they couldn,t afford to
6e low priced. But Bee for you1'8elf
what we 1MGn.

•

You have more ways to GO in Chevy
with 24 engine-transmission combina·
tions to c)loose from-more than any
other car in the industry. You also get
hydraulic valve lifters in all popular
engines-another Chevy exclusive
that hushes noise to a murmur and
prolongs valve life. Fuel economy?
The new Economy VS gets up to 10%

moremilesoneverygallonand Chevy's
Hi-Thrift 6 is famous for the way it
skimps on gas. Credit Full Coil suspension for the unruffled ride-only
Chevy among the leading low-priced
three has the friction-free cushioning
of coil springs in the
rear. Try it for yourself 5c11£vaoin4
soon-say, tomorrow.

for economical tranaportation

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for fast delivery, favorable deals

'·
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German University
Offers Europ~an
To1tr For $500

tours of Interest and side trips are
also available upon request.
The tour is scheduled to -1eave
from New York on June 27, 1960.
The deadline for applications is
April 29, 1960. Dr. Bourgeois,
chairman of the Modern Languages Department,· has a ·supply
of these applications and addi-

·tional information in his office
in Alumni Hall.

l11•ri11'1
P••r••IJ
The I>ruo .Store Clolen To

Xaviet' Unlvet"liCV
by Len Schmaltz
MBlroae 1-1711
Xavier University students with
1811 MonttomeQ' Bod
moderate means and a desire to
visit .Europe this summer might
by R. DeVereaus Vanek
well find the answer to their
problem by looking into a tour
FOi' Meola af Home •••
sponsored by the Unive1·sity of
For lunclte. of Wor' or ScltoGI •••
Sex• and psychology are two "birdl:i and bees." I· guess that's Munich, Germany. For the meathings I know very little about old fashioned though.
ger sum of $500.00, the student
and by discussing them I feel
By discussing psychology we can tour the European continent
I'll be in good company. I find ·really stay within the sphere of for thirty days.
most syndicated columnists talk sex, or so some would have us
The above price Includes plane
about things they know nothing believe. $ex behavior and human fare from New York to continent
about, i.e. gossip columnists, and behavior are synonomous from and retum, thirty day travel tour
I have visions of being a syndi- what I gather at the movies. I by deluxe buses through Germany,
(with Vdamin D)
cated columnist someday myself. really know about psychology Austria, Italy, France, Belgium,
I wouldn't mind getting $30,000 though because I've had a course the Netherlands, with stayovers In
a year for car.rying on petty in "general psychology,'' and I all major cities, room and board In
'lhey cm't be beat as Healthful Food
arguments with petty people. '
feel I am a qualified psychologist selected hotels, free city tours, and
md Refrethlng Deuertl At your fCMWh
Now here is the way I view sex. as do most people who have had free admittance to museums and
food Slorel for Home Delivery cal Oferry
(I learned all I know in the mova course in "general psychology." art exhibitions. Tips, charges for
1...... or alk your French-Bauer ..._,
ies.) Sex causes trouble for rich
I fully understand that talking guide, etc., have also been arranged
~
_...., MOllUCll IM:I , . .
and poor, young and old, hand- to underclassmen, petting dogs, for. Experienced European stu~-~II
some and ugly, and you should be
dents
will
accompany
the
gr0up
and kissing your roommate goodable to look around and sec an
night is a sign of patemal instinct. through the entire trip, Special
abundance of lives that have been Attending football games, joining
ruined by, "those bidden passions,"
campus activities, and being pres"teen angels," "school teachers,"
ent for most social gatherings is a
and "children who knew more than
sign of the "herding" instinct.
their parents thought they knew."
(This is clear if you've seen a good
It's not hard to learn about
Walt Disney movie or read somewhat people are "always" sup(DIG THIS QUIZ AND SEE WHERE YOU RATE*)
thing like The Loves and Life of
posed to be whispering about if
the American Male Moose.)
you frequent the movies. You
You show me a man who has
show me a person that got himself into a jam because of ignor- suppressed his animal nature,
ance and I'll show you a person been "sheltered by his parents,"
who hasn't seen, SEX in the who hasn't read Kinsey's Reports
Bushes; or She Knew, But She or had the opportunity of seeing
Didn't Care; or Happiness is Just many movies, and I'll show you
A Thing Called Juvenile Delin- a neurotic or a Martian. Over
quency. By far my favorite was half of the hospital beds in the
That's Not All They Sold At country are occupied by mental
patients because ours is a puriPeyton's Place.
The only thirig I haven't seen tanical society and it has made
at the shows is a movie about them SICK.

...............................
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Trump

Tall~
by John Rolfes
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Earlier this year we discussed
sacrifice bidding in duplicate bridge
on the low level. Today we would
like to present a sacrifice bid on a
very high level. This was a deciding hand in a national tournament
several years ago.
NORTH
S-3,2
H-7, 6, 5
D-8, 5, 2
C-Q, 10, 8, 5, 4
WEST
S-8
H-A,K,J,9,8,4,3
D-A, K, J, 10, 9
C-Void

EAST
S-A, K, 7, 6, 5, 4
ff-Void
D-7, 6, 4, 3
C-A, K, J

SOUTH
S-Q, J, 10, 9
H-Q, 10, 2
D-Q
C-9, 7, 6, 3, 2
E-W vulnerable
West (D)
North East
South
2 Hearts
Pass 2 Spades Pass
3 Hearts
Pass 3 Spades Pass
4 Diamonds Pass 5 Diam. Pass
7 Diamonds Pass Pass 7 Spades
Pass Double Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
South could see no defense
against a grand slam, and decided
to bid one himself. The vulnerable
slam by E-W would have netted
them 2,140 points. By setting N-S
11 tricks not-vulnerable, they received only 2,100 points. This 40
point difference was enough to
give the N-S pair a near top on
the board and a 2 point margin of
victory in the tournament.
BRIDGE NOTES:
The last duplicate tournaments
of the school year will be held in
South Hall .on April 24 and May 1,

The statement "It's the exception that proves the rule"
is (A) a lame excuse for dumb rules; (B) an.argument for
doing what you please; (C) evidence of a healthy disrespect for absolutes.
.

both tournaments beginning at 1 :30.
The results of the National Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament
have been received. The winning
schools were Columbia University
and North Carolina State. Pete
Mullane and Jules Schreibeis of
Xavier are ranked third in NorthSouth in Zone 5, consisting of all
colleges in l\lichigan and Ohio, out
of approximately 133 North-South
pairs. A fine showing for Xavier!
Any student of Xavier-day or
evening division, Bridge Club member or not-may form a team of
four for the tournament at Oberlin
on April 30. We would like to have
several teams entered. Please let
John Rolfes or Mr. Rieselman
know as soon as possible if you
intend to enter.

Music Stand
(Continued from Page 2)
a copy of this column to the door
for a discount.
Platter Picks-Probably the best
musical of the year will be "Cancan" if the sound track recording
on Capitol is any indication. Frank
Sinatra, Maurice Chevalier, Shirley
Mcclaine, and Louis Jordan are
the stars; the songs are Cole Porter's and include "It's All Right
With Me," "I Love Paris," "Just
One of Those Things," and "Let's
Do It." Should be a big seller.
Also new on Capitol are "Sold
Out,'' another set of Kingston Trio
songs; "The Sweet and the Swinging," a Paul Weston disc with
strings playing melody and a male
choir singing counter-melody, ala
Ray Conniff; and "Dinah Sings
Some Blues," by Dinah Shore,
backed by Red Nowo and his
Quintet.

You'vejustmetagirlwhose
beauty impresses you enormously. Do you (A) ask for
a date at once? (B) say,
"Aren't you lucky you
found me?" (C) find out
/
what she likes to do?

AO BO CO

\.

\\ /

1,,, ,

·

A rich uncle offers to give
you his big, expensive vintage-typelimousine.Doyou
(AJ say, "How about a
sports car, Unk?" (B) decline the offer, knowing the
big old boat would keep
you broke maintaining it?
(C) take the car and rent
it for big occasions?

A0 B0 C 0

That's why they usually choose Viceroy.
They've found the filter's so good Viceroy.
can use richer tobaccos for better taste.
Is this why they say, "Viceroy has a
thinking man's filter ... a smoking man's
taste"? Answer to that one is: Change to
Viceroy and see for yourself!
*If you .checked (C) in three out of four
question,, you're swift on the pickup, and you
really think for yourself!
-

A0B0C0
A manufacturer asks lQ!!
to pick the kind of filter
cigarette he should make to
win the most smokers.
Would you recommend (A)
· "~ ~::
\.\. a cigarette whose weak taste
'/llNIMI '"~ makes smokers think it has
~
a strong filter? (B) a ciga~
{.! rette with a strong taste.
11
and a filter put on just for
effect? (C) a cigarette with
a filter so good it allows use
of richer tobaccos? ·

yf

AO BO CO
Smokers who think for themselves depend
on theirownjudgrnent-notfad oropinion.

~•mlllarpao1c

or cru•h·proof llo•.

The Man Who Thinks for Himself KnowsONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER-A SMOKING ·MAN'S TASTE!
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Students' Fine Art Committee
To Undergo Reorganization
by Tom Niehaus

When Jack Niehaus graduated
in January of this year, the
Students' Fine Art Committee
died. He had been entirely responsible for this extra·-curricuJar activity. When he left X, so
did the activity.
This committee had been the
rlpt hand or the Faculty Fine Arts
Committee, which endeavors to
brlnf to the students an appreciation or the arts and to provide
facllltles ror various groups of
artists to come to the University.
By working with the faculty committee, the student committee helps
.in the selection of projects which
will be used to foster the arts here
at BChool.
When the student committee
was still active, the extent of
its projects was the playing and
evaluating of classical records at
their meetings in North Hall.
If the committee is revised, some
of its projects will be such things
as strolling artists from the Art
Academy, a tape program of art
subjects on WCXU, art films
from the public library, and
samples of sculpture to be studied.

·The recent Series B convocation
which ·featured the Rittenhouse
String Quartet was attended by
over 200 students. This seems to
indicate some interest in the arts
among the student body. This
interest is a seed which can be
fertilized by membership in the
new Students' Fine Arts Committee, thereby producing a man
with a fuller education. ·
The committee's moderator, Mr.
John Maupin, Is also the chairman
of the Faculty Fine Arts Committee. He hopes to have a chairman,
vice-chairman, and secretary for
the student committee. Once they
are elected, they will be completely
responsible for the committee's
projects on campus.
At present, Mr. Newman's course,
"Introduction to Music," seems
to be the school's only course in
arts themselves, and it only treats
of auditory art. The Students'
Ji'ine Arts Committee aims ·to
increase a knowledge of the arts
in an extra-curricular manner.
Additional information can be
obtained from Mr. Maupin in the
faculty room on the second floor
,of Alumni Hall .

•

•

Father Lester A. Linz, S.J., prefect of Elet Hall, supervised the planting of nine trees on the Elet Hall
lawn immediately next to the driveway of the Union Building. Father Linz and a group of students procured
·
saplings from the Milford Novitiate grounds and planted them March 28.

•

•

DUAL FILTER
DOES IT!
Filters, for flavor
as no single filter can ~'. .
......

t~t·
' . ·.

I~ the pen that's

worth writing home about!
Imagine-being shipwrecked on a deserted island
without an Esterbrook pen! Even a sun-tanned
Robinson Crusoe would turn pale at the thought.
Just sampling Esterbrook's 32 custom-fitted pen
points until you fincl the one suited to your writing
personality is more fun than opening coconuts.
The Esterbrook Classic fountain pen starts writing instantly the minute it touches the paper. Feels
so "right" in the hand .•• and looks good, too!
Choice of six colors.
If somehow you've missed owning an Esterbrook
-get with it! Dig the message in the bottle. Get an
Esterbrook. Get lost.

-

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
-~

-

J,

•

&ta&ooli~
• T. If. Th• t:•terbrook l,en Co.

1.

It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL ••• defi·
!!l!!!Y P-roved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth •••

----

THE CLA881C

FOUNTAIN PEN

•2.95

Other Esterbrook
pen• sllohtly higher

THERE'S A POINT CHOICE OF a2-0NE IS CUSTOM•FITTEO FOR YOUI

2. with a pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the best of the
best tobaccos-the mildness and taste that pay off in pleasure!
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Xa.,ier Fills Need

Kvapil Heads Summer
Clinic For High Schools
Xavier University will offer a
High School iPlay Production Clinic
for high school teachers and high
school juniors and sophomores from
June 20 to July 29, 1960. This
clinic, part of the University's expanding dramatics program, will be
conducted by Mr. Otto Kvapil,
Xavier University drama director.
The purpose of the clinic Is to
help fill the need for expert instructlon that is accompanying the
growth and variety of motion pietores, stage production, and televlsion. It will take up all the elements of play production: acting,
directing, lighting, make-up, set
building, and costuming. Participants will produce several one-act
plays before an audience of Xavier
summer school students. The productions will be selected from the
works of such authors as Chekhov,
O'Neill, and Glaspell.
Students interested in attending
the clinic must have completed
their junior year of high school.
Sophomores who obtain recommendations f r o m their drama
coaches or English teachers will
also be admitted. Teachers will receive four hours of graduate credit
for the clinic. Tuition will be at the ·
regular rate of $17.50 per credit
hour. Students participating in the
clinic will receive certificates of
accomplishment.
Twenty half-tuition scholarships
will be offered to the high schoolers. The full cost of tuition for the.
six-week course is $40.00. Applicants for the scholarships should
sketch briefly their experience in
high school theater and tell how they think they would benefit from
the scholarship. Recommendation
should be obtained from drama or
English teachers. Applications are
to be sent to the Rev. Walter P.
Krolikowski, S.J., Xavier Univer-

APPLIED PHILOSOPHY 221

slty Masque Society Moderator.
~e ~avier Gradua~e Sch.ool
Office will be .open. dall! dur~ng
June for registration mcludmg
Saturday, ~une 18:
.
Each daily se~sion of .the sixweek program will comprise three
p~riods. The. first, 7:50 a.m. to
8:40 a.m., will be devoted to the
high sc~ool students. For the second period, 8:50 a.m. to 10:20 a.m.,
teachers and students will work
together on actual production in
the .South Hall Theater. The third
session, 10:25 a.m. to 11:25 a.m.,
will cover- theory and problems of
drama for the high school teachers
only.

Thought Process of Women
-Dr. A. Tract

Emphasis on philosophy of getting dates. Background of dateless students who use sticky hair creams or alcohol hair tonics. Fundamental
logic of students who have discovered that 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic takes
care of hair even when used with water. Philosophy of the Enlightenment: one may use all the water one wants with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic.
Students who use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic t/iink-therefore they are sought
after by lovely females. Cause: 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. Effect: Dates.

Materials: one 4 oz. '1ottle 'Ya.reline' Hair Tonit

Spring Football
(Continued from Page 5)
footed 200-pounder with a world
of potential, and Salera, who had
a fine freshman season, could .
move into starting berths should
Hannon or Nelson falter. Jim
Kelly's performance with the
freshmen last autumn also merits
him serious consideration.
Mark Kracker, a bit light at
187 pounds but a good linebacker,
and Ron Benson, who divided
his time between guard and center last fall, also figure in the
competition for starting jobs.

CHICO'S
ITALIAN AND AMERICAN
FOOD
1831 MONTGOMBaY D.
I lllnutes l'rom Sa'Yler

(One Bloek Soutll of Dana)

Dffenoa l·tlll

New cigarette paper "air-softens" every puff!

Now even the paper adds to
Sa~~m·s springtime freshnessl
~.····

Salem'• amazing new
HIGH POROSITY paper
"air-1oft11n1" every puff.

Crelted bJ R.1. Re1noldl Tobacco Companf

An Important break-through In Salem's
research laboratories brings you this
special new HIGH POROSITY paper which
breathes new freshness into the flavor.
Each puff on a Salem draws just enough

fresh air in through the paper to make the
smoke taste even softer, fresher, more
flavorful. If you've enjoyed Salem's spring.
time freshness before you'll be even more
pleasednow.Smokeref~eshed,smokeSalem !

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

••

NOW MO/IE THAN EVEH

Salem refreshes your~

:

